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We report a novel fabrication method using melt-spun sacriﬁcial
microﬁbers to make 3D interconnected microchannel scaﬀolds for
improved cellular inﬁltration. The uniformly distributed cells in the
highly porous microchannel scaﬀold maintained high cellular viability
and glycosaminoglycan secretion

indicating the good inter-

connectivity facilitates the smooth delivery of cells throughout the
scaﬀold and allows suﬃcient oxygen and nutrient mass transport into
the scaﬀold.

One of the goals of tissue engineering is to create scaﬀolds with
a highly porous structure to meet the needs of mass transfer of
oxygen and nutrients for a large number of cells.1 Scaﬀolds with
ideal inner pore structures are highly demanded for successful
tissue regeneration.2 And such a three-dimensional (3D) scaffold should be able to improve cell proliferation as well as
inltration.
Recently, scaﬀolds designed to mimic native tissue microstructure are widely used to control the behavior of cells and the
formation of stem cell aggregates for tissue engineering.3,4
Manufacturing techniques such as solvent casting-particulate
leaching,5 gas foaming,6 phase separation,7 bre meshes,8
rapid prototyping9 and excimer laser photocuring10,11 have been
used to generate porous scaﬀolds. To produce scaﬀolds with
desired 3D microarchitecture, sacricial porogens such as 3D
printed polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)12 and melt-spun shellac microbers13,14 were used to fabricate 3D interconnected gelatin
hydrogel or polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) scaﬀold.
In this paper, we present a new general approach for
manufacturing microchannel structured poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) scaﬀolds. The method involves melt-spun sucrose
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microbers as a sacricial porogen combined with phase
separation. Sucrose is an ideal material because its water solubility and non-toxic to human body. Its high melting temperature (about 186  C) makes it feasible for melt-spinning. PLGA
solution is cast around the sacricial microbers and freezingdried for sublimation of the solvent. Then the microbers are
dissolved, leaving behind a 3D interconnected microchannel
PLGA scaﬀold with good interconnectivity. The microarchitecture, porosity, mechanical property, as well as cell
attachment, proliferation and inltration are evaluated.
The goal of tissue engineering is creation of volumetric
tissues and organs in vitro. To achieve it, the development of
a three-dimensional network throughout the constructs is
essential for supplying oxygen and nutrients to all of the cells in
the constructs. To keep these seeded cells alive, medium or
blood should be perfused into the scaﬀold as soon as possible
aer seeding.15 However, the space and distance between ber
adjacent surfaces in our previously fabricated brous scaﬀold16
is large, cells only attach and stretch on the 2-D surfaces of 3-D
brous scaﬀold. According to literatures, when adjacent
surfaces are nearby, cell bridging between surfaces occurs.17–19
On the other hand, scaﬀold with 3-D interconnected brous
network has been fabricated by phase separation.20 However,
one drawback of the scaﬀolds is the lack of interconnected
macropores.17 In this study, ESEM images of both PLGA porous
and microchannel scaﬀolds (80 wt% sacricial microbers) are
shown in Fig. 2. The porous scaﬀold (Fig. 2a) showed ordinary
porous microstructure. The large pores in the scaﬀold were
homogeneously distributed and interconnected with each
other. Whereas the microchannel scaﬀold presented more
interconnected micropores throughout the scaﬀold and
channel-like structures resulted by the sacricial microbers
appeared (Fig. 2c and d). It's no doubt that this will be benecial
for cell penetration deep inside the scaﬀold and diﬀusion of
oxygen and nutrient throughout the channel network.
This new producible technique for fabricating 3D tissue
engineering scaﬀolds using microchannel structures combined
with phase separation is simple and involves melt-spun
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Fig. 1

(A) Schematic diagrams (a) showing melt-spinning method to fabricate microﬁbers (b).16 (B) ESEM images of sacriﬁcial sucrose microﬁbers.

ESEM images of PLGA porous scaﬀold (a), microchannel scaffold (b–d) by 80 wt% sacriﬁcial microﬁbers. The red arrow in (c) and (d)
indicate pore structure formed by sacriﬁcial microﬁber within the
matrix.
Fig. 2

sacricial sucrose microbers as porogens, which denes the
microchannels and highly interconnected structure within the
scaﬀold (Fig. 2b–d). In our previous study, melt-spun bers were
produced to prepare nano/micro-brous scaﬀolds for bone

Fig. 3
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defect repair (Fig. 1A).16 The microber diameters dening the
resulting channel diameters can be determined by the meltspinning temperature and rotational rate. The melting point
of sucrose is about 186  C, so the parameters in this study was
set up as 200  C and the rotational rate is 1000 rpm. The
diameters of sucrose bers are mainly several micrometers to
about 20 mm (Fig. 1B). Sucrose bers were uniformly distributed
in the scaﬀold from the ESEM image of microchannel scaﬀold
(Fig. 2b). Combining with our previous study, it can be seen that
the sacricial bers of varying sizes ranging from tens of
microns to tens of nanometers can be obtained. Hence the
sacricial structures of varying sizes within the microchannel
scaﬀold seems to be realistic.
Pore architecture has been proved to be a critical factor
aﬀecting the properties of porous scaﬀolds and the cell behaviors, as well as cell functions.21,22 So, a scaﬀold with appropriate
pore structures, such as high porosity, optimal pore size and
good interconnectivity, is highly demanded for tissue regeneration.2 In this study, the porosity of the scaﬀolds increased
gradually as shown in Fig. 3a, beneting from the solvent
sublimation and specifying the inll amount of the sacricial
microbers. The macropore size of porous scaﬀold and microchannel scaﬀold was (52.6  20.4) mm and (65.1  15.4) mm,
respectively. Furthermore, a large number of micropores
appeared in the microchannel scaﬀold due to addition of the

The porosity, compressive strength of scaﬀolds and chondrocytes proliferation in the scaﬀolds for 3 and 7 days.
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sacricial bers which might be aﬀect the formation of ice
crystals in the frozen process.23 So the substantial macro and
micropores would benet for cell ingrowth, inltration and
mass transport. The channel-like structure and substantial
micropores could bring high surface area within the microchannel scaﬀold volume. A highly available surface area in
a scaﬀold can provide high ligand density for initial cell
attachment and proliferation.24 As shown in Fig. 3b, the
compressive strength of microchannel scaﬀolds fabricated with
diﬀerent amount of sacricial microbers signicantly
decreased compared to the porous scaﬀold (p < 0.05). The
relationship between compressive strength and porosity is expected to be inverse because of a higher porosity should be
meant less material to resist applied load and therefore has
a lower compressive strength.12 Fig. 3c shows that cell amount
increased over time, indicating the cells proliferated in all
scaﬀolds. The cell amount in microchannel scaﬀolds was
signicantly higher than that in porous scaﬀold when the cells
were cultured for 3 and 7 days, especially for the 80 wt%
sacricial microbers group (p < 0.05), suggesting the cells
proliferated more quickly in microchannel scaﬀolds than did in
porous scaﬀold during cell culture.
A spatial distribution of cells throughout porous scaﬀolds is
desirable for homogenous ECM deposition and uniform tissue
regeneration.25 It remains a challenge to maintain viable cells
within the deep inner of engineered tissue constructs due to
insuﬃcient oxygen and nutrient.26 To meet this need, a homogeneous cell distribution should be maintained inside the
porous scaﬀold structure.27 Even if it has the lowest compressive
strength, the microchannel scaﬀold with the highest porosity
(96.67%) was chosen for culturing cells and denitely enabled
better mass transport, cell attachment and inltration. In order
to visualize cell inltration and distribution inside the scaﬀold,
the cell nuclei stained scaﬀolds by DAPI were imaged at the
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cross section (Fig. 4a and b). Cells were seen to be uniformly
distributed throughout deep inside the microchannel scaﬀold
unlike that only in the surface layer of the porous scaﬀold. The
achieved homogeneity can be attributed to the microchannels
and highly porous structures with good interconnectivity in the
whole microchannel scaﬀold which facilitates the smooth
delivery of cells throughout the scaﬀold and allows suﬃcient
oxygen and nutrient mass transport into the scaﬀold. Thus at
the end of the culture period, cells were seen to be uniformly
distributed throughout the microchannel scaﬀold. Results from
ESEM clearly showed good cell morphology and attachment to
the scaﬀold surface (Fig. 4c). Cell functionality was assessed by
measuring GAG secretion of cells in microchannel scaﬀold
(Fig. 4d). Toluidine blue staining indicates that the cells were
uniformly distributed and able to maintain their function in the
presented 3D interconnected microchannel scaﬀold.

Conclusions
In this study, we have demonstrated a new technique for
fabricating scaﬀolds using melt-spun sacricial sucrose
microbers combined with phase separation leading to 3D
interconnected microchannel scaﬀolds. By observing the biological activity of the chondrocytes in the scaﬀold we conform
that along with maintaining very high cellular viability the
microchannel scaﬀold could also support high level of cellular
GAG secretion. The microchannels and 3D interconnected
structure facilitate the smooth delivery of cells throughout the
scaﬀold and allows suﬃcient oxygen and nutrient mass transport into the scaﬀold. In conclusion, the described process is
simple, producible with cell culture and inltration.
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Spatial cell distribution of chondrocytes in porous scaﬀold (a)
and microchannel scaﬀold (b). Cell nuclei were stained by DAPI and
observed under a ﬂuorescence microscope. (c) Adhesion of chondrocytes in microchannel scaﬀold for 7 days. (d) Toluidine blue staining
of chondrocytes cultured in microchannel scaﬀold for 7 days.

Fig. 4
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